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Learning Objective

SWBAT examine the research 
methodologies used by historians IOT 
apply the appropriate research methods 
to a historical investigation. 



Inquiry

How can I evaluate multiple 
sources to corroborate a 
historical claim?



Source Evaluation Exercise

Answer “Evaluating Sources” Google Doc. 

Be sure to briefly explain WHY you would choose each source. Do 
not ignore the “Historical Question”! 

We will discuss these in ___ minutes!



What is history?

History is a 
dynamic, 
contested, 
evidence-based 
discipline that 
involves an 
exciting 
engagement with 
the past. 

…It is also an 
interpretive 
discipline, 
allowing 
opportunity for 
engagement with 
multiple 
perspectives and 
a plurality of 
opinions. 

Studying history 
develops an 
understanding of 
the past, which 
leads to a deeper 
understanding of 
the nature of 
humans and of 
the world today.

(Adapted from IB History Guide)









Types of sources

– Sources which come directly from the past, giving 
first-hand information are known as Primary 
Sources.

– Secondary Sources are interpretations, based on 
primary  evidence, that come from a later date . They 
are written after the event, or by someone who was 
not involved. 



Primary Sources – Examples 

Written Visual Oral Artifacts 
Diaries
Letters
Census
Government Reports
Autobiography 
Newspapers*
Manuscript
Records of 
organizations
Research data
Property records

Paintings 
Photographs

Interviews
Speeches
Narratives 

Tools
Bones
Jewelry 
Clothing 
Furniture 

* It is “primary” if it is contemporaneous (from the same time period) as the topic you’re studying. 





Secondary Sources – Examples

- Books written by historians or researchers

- Scholarly journal articles

- Essays

- Documentaries

- Biographies

- Encyclopedias and textbooks





















What is source evaluation?

Consideration of a source’s 
- Origin (Who? Where? When? What?)
- Purpose (Why was it created? For whom?)
- Examination of its content (What does it say/show?)
- Value (Usefulness to answering the research question) 
- and Limitations (Where does that usefulness end?)
- Relevance to the research question
(OPCVL)



O – Origin
P – Purpose
C- Content
V – Value
L- Limitations 



Texts MUST be critically 
examined
– What if two sources disagree?

– Can the information be corroborated by other sources?

– Which source has the most “authority”? 
– Expert, eyewitness, etc. 

– How reliable is this information?
– Is the argument sound? (properly backed by 

evidence)



Sourcing 
Classwork


